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If you purchase only 1 book on men's style - that is it. It's jam filled with information, almost 300 pages (3000+ on
kindle) on men's suits, sport coat, shoes, trousers, shoes or boots, gloves, coats, hats, dressing for situations, and also
why you should care about style in the first place. I wrote this comprehensive guide for regular men who want useful,
logical, no bull assistance on how to gown better. This illustrated reserve is written for males who are beginning their
style journey or for people who have been reading about fashion for a decade.Hello there - I'm Antonio Centeno. From
dressing for dark tie affairs to creating an interchangeable wardrobe to saving money on your own clothes shopping to
casual wear, it's all in right here. I also included a large number of unique illustrations that people created to offer you
everything you need to start dressing like a guy.And the best part?RealMenRealStyle.Lastly - I would like to be very
clear my focus is about the man wearing the clothing. All this is at www. I am updating this publication at least one time
a year so it is always improving.Semper Fi,Antonio We also support the reserve with a FREE group of poster size images
so that you can tie a necktie 18 various ways, see in fine detail how a suit should suit, or learn 11 methods to tie a scarf.
My objective is for you yourself to figure out how to use clothing to get what you want out of lifestyle. I invite anyone
who purchases this book to attain out to me via my contact form at Real Men True Style. We get back to everyone and
frequently create content material based off your questions.com, my main internet site that hosts over 1000 free
articles and videos to aid this book.
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An amazing introduction to style and an outstanding reference This was a really good book that covers every part of
male fashion and sartorial taste. Required reading if you are serious about personal change. Informative, encyclopedic
book! EASILY had one suggestion for any future updates to the reserve, it would be to add photos (Either in the
publication or in the downloadable material) of the various fabrics and patterns. As the descriptions were useful, they all
started to run together actually quick, so a visual would go a VERY good way there.As someone who strives for a more
minimalistic method of my wardrobe, this publication left me personally feeling like We needed a whole room in my
house devoted to all of the clothes I should buy. It also opened my eyes to some elements I hadn't thought of before. But
either way, the book was useful in helping me identify those core elements I have to be spend good money on, and
maintain them in my closet.All in all, an extremely good book if you're looking to up your video game and require a place
to start. I can easily see myself heading back through this reserve to be able to refresh my memory on its offerings.
There were a few times where I'd be reading and considering to myself, "I wonder if he covers jeans", "I question if he
covers sneakers", "I wonder if he covers undergarments". I've long followed Antonio on both his YouTube page and
website, so when a frequent contributor to the website "The Artwork of Manliness". Centeno should be applauded for his
initiatives to improve the sartorial quotient of America. But also for guys who are in the number of "clueless" to
"knowledgeable" and looking to improve the way you present yourself, this reserve has a lot of great information. In the
event that you want/want to gown better this book will help you know what works for your body type, what products are
crucial for an interchangeable wardrobe and choosing the clothes for you. - guide on the way for those of us who have to
understand and unlearn the basics of design and the mechanics of presenting oneself as a polished gentleman. He
addresses the essential "must haves" and even offers cues for those who can't afford to look GQ's Best 25 Men's
Stores, actually preparing men to hit the thrifty alternatives, long a stronghold of savvy lady shoppers. He presents
something for every man and design, and plenty of personal ideas to enhance the "you" you are. You'll not regret buying
this publication and pursuing Antonio in his many venues. The Dress Essentials for a New Generation of Men At the same
time when rules fly out the window and "good dressing" has been relegated to so-called metrosexuals, Antonio Centano
did men a favor. He has created a thorough, well-organized guidebook to closet and clothing essentials. I highly
recommend this book to corporate executives, university graduates whose aspirations should be effective business
executives with a tinge of executive existence and credibility. I highly recommend his many "freebie" products, and
desire to take his traditional and often sold-out personal style program. If you're ready to put some believed (plus some
dollars, but not as much as it may seem) into your clothing, here's a handy manual that could itself become a traditional
(last I appeared it was already leading its category here on Amazon). The upshot is normally that you will not only
appear better but could have an extra confidence supportive of your life goals. Centeno is an excellent article writer.. If
you are looking for extensive color guides, you may look elsewhere Five Stars Great book! Antonio is a clear, humble,
personable - and incredibly polite! I've watched at least 100 of Antonio's videos and read some of his e-books, this was
by far my favorite and I am sure I will continue steadily to reference it for quite a while to come. Practical, to the idea,
timeless advice. To the idea, practical, and timeless advice for upgrading your style. Yes! This publication finds the
content middle: practical, actionable, and it will make you both appear and feel more self-confident about how exactly
you dress. Bonus: have a look at authors blog page and YouTube videos for more great related content. The how part is
the best explanation I have ever seen regarding creating a wardrobe. The mark of an excellent writer is the ability to
communicate effectively without drowning the reader excessively verbiage. Mr. Great book with relevant information for
today's man. His book is an important guide to understanding how and just why men should pay attention to the look of
them. The why part is a good discussion of the significance of appearance. Outstanding suggestions for men and for
women who buy clothes for their men. That is a book which is used by fathers to teach their sons. Mr. Many every time I
browse his work I eliminate something, often more than a little matter, that helps me improve my own style and
maintain a realistic self image. Each time I had those thoughts, it had been addressed within the next chapter. This
review is coming from someone who isn't an expert and certainly doesn't own the best wardrobe...yet:This book is not
too not the same as Antonio Centeno's "Seven Deadly Sins of Style", just more in-depth, and with better graphics.
Generally, it's a good "encyclopedia" for the reason that it has a little bit of details on everything (that I know of) linked

to men's design. Also, rather than reading the reserve from cover to cover, it's arranged in a way that it's best to pick it
up, convert to a page that passions you, and start reading.For men who already are experts, this book is typically not for
you. We have a tendency to glamorize ourselves, gloss on the need to upgrade and to resist seeing how we've
transformed or stagnated over the years. Excellent! Captured all types of mens wear with recommended diagrams which
was very helpful. By this, anyone can adopt these good examples with immediate effect and transformation. Because of
uncertainty and even dread that Gen Y and even X may possess in approaching a more formal wardrobe, Centano
decodes the correct apparel for typical public situations. There are various books that deliver a whole lot of pretty
images, but little with regards to practical advice, and others that provide lots of fashion-talk, but small with regards to
how and where you might get started. if not for yourself, for ordinary people. This book hits the mark, it gives you a
detailed guide for dressing sharp in the modern world... most of your square toe shoes make my center cry... literally
Good intro I learned some essentials I was unacquainted with. Not much new information If you're a beginner to men's
style there is very much to be learned otherwise, no need to read this one. Covers mainly terminology, material, and fit.
All the details is laid out in an clear to see way and gives you a step by step guidebook to dressing well and why dressing
well issues in the all too casual world we live in today, where sweats, jeans, tees and jogging shoes are believed
appropriate street put on. The book is comprehensive and clear step-by-step. I have gotten lots of compliments now that
I dress better. Great reserve on how best to dress Great book on how to outfit. For that only was worth the price. Five
Stars Filled with plenty of very useful information!
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